Almost all living species regularly explore environments that they experience as pleasant, aversive, arousing or frightening. We postulate that such exploratory behavior and emotional experience both are regulated based on the interdependent perception of one's body and stimuli that collectively define a spatial context such as a cliff. Here we examined this by testing if the interaction of the sensory input on one's gait and the sensory input on the spatial context is modulating both the emotional experience of the environment and its exploration through head motion.
Introduction
Animals and humans both regularly explore environments that they experience as pleasant, aversive, arousing or frightening. Such exploratory behavior [1] and emotional experience [2, 3] can both be modulated by stimuli that collectively define a spatial context [4, 5] such as a confined office space or a profound pit. It is for example a consistent finding that rodents spend more time exploring the confined arms than the open arms of the elevated plus maze test [6, 7] . Humans were furthermore found to spend more time exploring the environment before crossing a gap, when the gap was part of a profound "visual cliff" [8] than they spent, when the gap was part of the flat floor [9] . A spatial context may evoke such prolonged exploration and the emotions by which it is accompanied via the perception of this context relative to one's body. In support of this body-centered, or "embodied," perception of the spatial context it was found that humans perceive space relative to their bodily properties [10, 11] . Hence, the exploration and emotional experience of an environment may both be regulated based on the perception of the spatial context relative to one's body. Yet, there is also evidence indicating that humans perceive their bodies relative to the spatial context. It was for example found that humans perceive the size of their body parts relative to the spatial context [12] . This suggests together with the cited findings on embodied space perception that humans perceive their bodies and the spatial context interdependently. Accordingly, we postulate that the exploration and the emotional experience of an environment are both regulated based on the interdependent perception of one's body and the spatial context. Here we examined this by testing if the sensory input on one's gait and the sensory input on the spatial context interdependently modulate the emotional experience of the environment and its exploration through head motion. For this purpose, we asked healthy humans to explore a life-sized virtual forest glade by physically walking around in this environment on two narrow rectangular platforms connected by a plank. On one hand, we manipulated their gait while they walked on the virtual plank by projecting it either on the rigid physical floor or onto a bouncy physical plank. On the other hand, we manipulated the spatial context by presenting the two platforms and the plank such that they were either placed on ground or on the top of two high bridge piers.
Materials and methods

Participants
Sixteen healthy participants (14 females, mean age = 20 years, SD = 2 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. The participants gave their written informed consent and could withdraw from the study at any time. Only subjects that reported not to suffer from fear of heights were allowed to participate. The experimental procedure was approved by the local ethics board of the University of Würzburg and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup consisted in the life-sized Virtual Reality simulation of a forest glade in a 5-sided Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE; Fig. 1A presented stereoscopically by means of the Source graphics engine and two high-end computers per projector. In order to see the forest glade in 3D the participants were wearing passive interference-filtering glasses from Infitec. Accordingly, participants could see their bodies when looking down. The position and orientation of the participants' head was tracked by an active infrared LED motion-tracking system from PhaseSpace consisting of four cameras. The visual environment was updated according to these head-tracking data. This interplay of the graphics engine and the head-tracking system was achieved and controlled by the Virtual Reality software CyberSession from VTplus.
Experimental design
In the framework of a balanced latin-square design all participants were exposed to four different experimental scenarios in which they were asked to explore the environment by walking around on the top of two narrow rectangular platforms (1.25 × 0.40 m) connected by a plank (2.20 × 0.25 m) in the CAVE setup described above. This occurred either on ground (Fig. 1F ) or in a massive height (Fig. 1C ). In the "ground" conditions the two platforms were placed on a thin concrete platform and had a height of only 2 cm (Fig. 1F ). Whereas, in the "height" conditions they were presented as the top of two 6.5 m high bridge piers that were furthermore standing on a 1.5 m thick concrete platform (Fig. 1B, C) . Hence, we presented the forest glade either as a "height" or as a "ground" context. Within these two spatial contexts the virtual plank was projected either on the rigid physical floor of the CAVE or onto a vertically deflecting and thus bouncy physical plank (Fig. 1E) . Accordingly, the gait of our participants while walking across the virtual plank was either "smooth" or "bouncy."
Procedure
The exposure of our participants to all four experimental scenarios had the following procedure. First, the participants explored an experimental scenario by moving around for 5 min on the two platforms and the plank. Subsequently, they heard the same voice asking them to stand in the middle of the plank, to take out a tablet that they were carrying in a small belt bag, and to follow the instructions presented on the tablet. These instructions asked them to check if they were standing in the middle of the plank, to look down for a moment, and to respond to the psychometric questionnaire items described below. When the participants had finished the ratings, the front wall of the CAVE was opened, and they were asked to step out and make a short break of approximately 5 min.
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Biometric recording of head orientation and position
We used the optical head-tracking system described above to register the participants' head orientation and position within the CAVE. Based on the head orientation data we calculated the proportion of the total exploration time that participants spent with their head oriented below the horizon or with their head oriented towards and above the horizon, respectively. We furthermore calculated the proportion of the time spent on the plank with the head oriented below the horizon and bent beside the plank. For this we considered the middle right and left 1.4 m x 0.5 m area beside the plank (see Fig. 1D ).
Psychometric measurement of emotional experience
Emotional environment experience
The participants were asked to assess the valence of the environment by indicating with a slider on a visual analog scale how positive or negative (maximum negative = −50; neutral = 0; maximum positive = +50) they sensed the environment, when looking down (environmental valence). Moreover, they were asked to rate with a slider on a visual analog scale how arousing (not arousing at all = 0; very much arousing = 100) they sensed the environment, when looking down (environmentrelated arousal).
Fear
Finally, the participants were asked to rate on a 5-point Likert-type scale (very little/not at all = 0; very much = 4) the intensity of the following six adjectives taken from the PANAS-X questionnaire [13] : afraid, frightened, shaky, nervous, jittery, and scared. The participants' fear in each of the four situations was calculated as the sum score (minimum = 0; maximum = 24) of their responses to these six fear items.
Data analysis and logic of hypothesis test
The findings in almost all scenarios and parameters were distributed in a way that did not allow for their analysis by parametric tests. However, our hypothesis can also be tested by a non-parametric contrast analysis. The reason for this is that the pattern of differences between the four experimental scenarios that would corroborate our hypothesis is the following: The emotional experience of the environment and the exploration of the environment through head motion both differ between the "smooth" and "bouncy" gait conditions within the ground context as well as in the height context, and are on ground either always more or always less pronounced than in the height. This pattern constitutes an ascending ranking with the two ground conditions on one of its sides and the two height Article No~e00173 conditions on its other side. Therefore, we determined if the exploration and emotional experience of the environment had in common to constitute such a ranking across the four scenarios. For this purpose, we first calculated the medians in environment exploration through head motion and emotional environment experience in the four scenarios. Subsequently, we tested with Page's nonparametric trend test [14, 15] if the ranking of the four scenarios defined by these medians followed a significant linear trend using the "crank" package of the statistical software R. The complete dataset for this article is available as supplementary content.
Results
We found the valence of the ground context in which the gait of our subjects was smooth to be rated as neutral. As shown in Fig. 2 , this was different in the height context. In this case the environment was sensed to be negatively valenced. Within the height context bouncy gait further intensified the negative valence of the environment. Whereas, within the ground context bouncy gait made that the environment was sensed as positively valenced. The pattern of differences in environmental valence that we found was fully corresponding to that in environment exploration through head motion. When the gait of our participants was smooth, we found that in the height context compared with the ground context more time was spent exploring the environment with the head oriented below the horizon. In the height context bouncy gait further increased exploration with the head oriented below the horizon. Whereas, within the ground context bouncy gait increased exploration with the head oriented towards and above the horizon.
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As depicted in Fig. 2 , the pattern of differences between the scenarios in environmental valence and that in environment exploration both constituted the same ranking of the four scenarios. This ranking followed a significant linear trend 
Discussion
We found in healthy humans that within a height context bouncy gait compared to smooth gait increased the orientation of the head below the horizon and intensified the experience of the environment as negative. Whereas, within a ground context bouncy gait increased the orientation of the head towards and above the horizon and made that the environment was experienced as positive. These findings corroborate our hypothesis that in humans their exploration and emotional experience of the environment both are modulated by the interaction of the sensory input on their gait and the sensory input on the spatial context. We propose to name this interaction the sensorimotor body-environment interaction (SBI). The findings on our participants' exploration with their heads bent beside the plank, arousal and fear all reflected this interaction as well. We thereby conclude based on all our findings that SBI is serving the brain of healthy humans to regulate both the emotional experience of the environment and its exploration through head motion.
Studies on human or animal exploratory behavior in emotion-modulating environments so far have not considered the regulation of such behavior based on SBI. Yet, it should be possible to examine if for example in the elevated plus maze test for animals [6] or an open field test for humans [16] SBI serves to regulate the exploration of the environment. Adopting our procedure this could be achieved by including bouncy sections in such experimental setups. This could serve to elucidate the role of SBI for the generation and for the interplay of emotions [2, 3] and behavior [17, 18] as well as for their pathological alteration [16, 19] .
The negative experience of the environment and the orientation of the head below the horizon that we find in our height context may serve to protect bodily wellbeing. The positive experience of the environment and the orientation of the head towards and above the horizon that we find in our ground context might also serve bodily well-being by for example increasing the likelihood to find food. Hence, our findings on environmental valence and head orientation might suggest that SBI is serving survival circuits [20] to regulate exploratory behavior such that it keeps supporting an individual's bodily well-being.
The findings on our participants' exploration with their heads bent beside the plank, arousal, and fear may suggest that fear circuits [21] are involved in the SBIbased regulation of exploratory behavior. These brain circuits were found to be Article No~e00173 active during fear conditioning [5, 21] of both animals and humans and are also understood as defensive survival circuits [22] . Accordingly, we speculate that the positioning of the head for a better perception of a threatening section of the environment may potentially represent a defensive [7, 22] kind of exploratory behavior.
The valence of an environment may, on one hand, determine how pleasant or aversive the exploration of this environment is experienced. The exploration of the environment can, on the other hand, involve the interaction with others. Hence, it may be hypothesized that the SBI-based regulation of exploration and emotion is affecting the experience of social interaction [23] and whether a person is approached or avoided [24] . Accordingly, we speculate that by modulating exploration and emotion SBI might also affect social behavior such as the regulation of the distance between oneself and others [25] .
The motor control in which exploratory behavior consists is understood to arise from the match of kinesthetic sensations to the sensory predictions of the motor representation of active body movements [26, 27] . The SBI-based regulation of exploratory behavior that we find should accordingly occur during this sensorimotor integration. We therefore speculate that SBI is influencing sensorimotor integration and thereby the experience of action authorship, i.e., the sense of agency [28] . Accordingly, SBI may also affect other components of conscious bodily self-perception [29] such as the sense of bodily self-identification [30] . Hence, the study of the regulation of behavior by SBI might serve to better understand various aspects of conscious bodily self-perception in humans.
Finally, it is important to note that it was not the objective of our study to investigate whether and how emotions such as fear affect exploratory behavior [31, 32] or the perception of space [32, 33] . Accordingly, our experimental design and our rather few emotion assessments per experimental scenario do not allow that we draw any strong conclusions in this regard. Yet, we do find SBI affecting systematically both the emotional experience and the exploratory behavior of humans. Hence, investigating the SBI-based regulation of emotional experience and exploratory behavior may bear the potential to serve as a useful framework to elucidate the previously suggested relationship between emotion and motor action [18, 32, 34] .
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